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KOC cut 25% of
budget, 18% of
operating plan
KUWAIT: Kuwait Oil Company (KOC) said yester-
day it succeeded in cutting 25 percent of its budget
as well as slashing around 18 percent of its operat-
ing budget for the fiscal year 2020-2021, all with
objective of contributing to “the state’s financial
stability.” KOC was reacting, in a statement, to a
local newspaper report that it cancelled huge proj-
ects after spending hefty sums on designs, which
allegedly reflected “lack of experience and failure
to plan.”

State-owned KOC underlined keenness to exe-
cute its strategic plan which aimed at maintaining
and increasing production as part of a five-year
plan. It said the five-year plan included these

reported projects but the global economic reces-
sion caused by outbreak of coronavirus resulted in
record drop of oil prices, which largely affected
State of Kuwait’s revenues. These extraordinary cir-
cumstances forced the Government of the State of
Kuwait to direct all state institutions, including
Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC) and its sub-
sidiary companies, to review its capitals and operat-
ing budgets, said KOC.

Accordingly, it said, KOC specified the important
projects and postponed others including those
under the designing process but “in a way that
would not affect its medium-term strategic objec-
tives.” KOC said it also cut 25 percent of its capital
budget and 18 percent of operating budget. KOC
will always carry out its projects with the objective
of maintaining and ultimately increasing production,
and therefore will keep on reviewing its five-year
plan in line with circumstances of the global market,
as well as setting the best time to decide upon its
“postponed projects including those who were
already designed.” — KUNA

LOYAC launches
program for social
entrepreneurship 
KUWAIT: For the fifth
year in a row and in col-
laboration with Babson
College-USA, LOYAC
recently launched  its
‘KON’ program for social
entrepreneurship, which
is sponsored by NBK,
Agility and Zain. In view
of the health precautions
due to COVID-19, the
program will be open
online for students aged
12-16. 

In this regard, LOYAC’s General Manager Al-
Razi Al-Bedaiwi said that the  program targets
children aged 12-16 and helps develop their tal-
ents and skills, in order to prepare them for the
labor market. KON (be) program has a message
urging youth to take initiatives, he explained. “An
intense curriculum has been prepared in collabo-

ration with Babson College for social entrepre-
neurship, and students will  get accredited certifi-
cates from the college,” he added. 

Meanwhile, LOYAC’s training and development
department manager Iman Al-Omar said that the
program has three phases; preparation, academic
training on how to make feasibility studies, set
budgets and risk management, and finally, dis-
playing participants’ projects before a jury panel.
“Social entrepreneurship is a basic element in
societies seeking to develop tier economies.
Performance assessment in this project depends
on the social value the project provides for the
society rather than on profits,” she said, adding
that in view of the current health precautions, the
program would be presented online through the
Zoom app. 

Kuwait companies pin hope on
Q4 of 2020 trading: Experts

KUWAIT: Minister Mubarak Al-Haris and DGCA officials tour Kuwait International
Airport. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Several companies listed in the Boursa
Kuwait are pinning hope on trading of the last
quarter of 2020 to compensate decline in their
shares’ prices due to repercussions of coronavirus
to avoid impacts on yearly profits, economists said.
In separate interviews, they said that the global
economic recession had a direct impact on the
investment activities of these companies, so their
chairpersons of boards of directors took preventive
measures to reduce the losses caused by the crisis.

Salah Al-Sultan, an advisor at Arzak Capital
company, extolled the rapid measures taken by the
Kuwaiti government to absorb the shock against
local economic sectors, similar to the steps taken
by a number of governments across the globe as a
result of the repercussions of the pandemic on all
activities. He added that the technical part of the
trading of the market’s stocks witnessed variables
during the past seven months of 2020 that can be
divided into three levels: The successive setbacks
due to the unclear vision vis-a-vis the pandemic,
the attempts to compensate losses of portfolios and
funds for the first quarter as well as the return of
selective purchase during the current period. He
noted that most transactions in all movements at the
market were speculative and on the cheapest
stocks, adding that this method is still present and
will remain for a period of time due to the reper-
cussions of the coronavirus in the world. He urged
people to be careful and not to enter into buying or
selling operations until they find real opportunities.

Meanwhile, member of the board of directors at
Sorouh Educational Company, Sulaiman Al-

Wuqayan said the pace of trading at the market
was greatly affected during the first quarter of
2020, but the impact reduced as traders under-
stood steps taken to decrease the losses of stocks.
He anticipated a balance in the economic cycle in
the last quarter due to banks’ solid ability to
finance companies, including those in the real
estate sector. Chairman of Traders Association
Mohammad Al-Tarrah expected the market would

return to the positive performance during the last
quarter of 2020, when the economic cycle will be
back to normal.

This will have a quick movement on some piv-
otal and driving sectors of the market, topped with
the banking sector and investment, as they are the
basic trading, he noted. He said that the technical
track of the market performance during the fourth
quarter of 2020 would rely heavily on major com-
panies’ announcements of contracts and projects
thus making their stocks lucrative for buyers.

Many service companies and banks managed to
overcome the crisis due to their projects and price
levels at the market, he made clear. They try to

end the final quarter with the same pace so as to
guarantee better distributions to their sharehold-
ers, he said. — KUNA

Global recession had direct impact on investment activities
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KUWAIT: A photo taken on July 11, 2020, shows the tops of the Liberation Tower and other landmark sky-
scrapers in Kuwait City at sunrise. — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

Minister inspects
preparations for
resuming flights
KUWAIT: Minister of State for Services Affairs and Minister
of State for National Assembly Affairs Mubarak Al-Haris on
Sunday praised preparations of the Director General of Civil
Aviation (DGCA) for resuming commercial flights next month.
In a statement to the press while meeting DGCA officials, the
minister said that relevant preparations were in full swing.

Haris also toured Kuwait International Airport after the meet-
ing to inspect the preparations taken there ahead of commer-
cial flights’ resumption by August 1. This visit came to get the
latest developments, technical and professional preparations
at Kuwait International Airport, the minister said, adding that
relevant requirements would be met in order to curb the coro-
navirus COVID-19. Haris stressed the importance of providing
necessary high-quality services to travelers in all terminals,
and ensuring safe operations in line with health standards.
During the meeting, they briefed the minister on the DGCA’s
plan for the return of commercial flights in accordance with
the cabinet decision regarding the plan for a gradual return to
normal life in the country. Haris stressed the importance of
following all protective and precautionary measures issued by
the health authorities. — KUNA
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